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Whether adventure or a relaxing vacation calls, Hawaii 441 is the perfect place for your next Hawaiian retreat.
Perched on the cliffside of Waipunalei, Hawaii 441’s 14 acre property hosts the most amazing ocean views, a
lap swimming pool and multi-level home! Located between Waimea (Kamuela) and Hilo on the enchanting
Hamakua Coast, you're situated to access some of the Big Island's most fantastic sites. Venture into the
famed Waipio Valley. Enjoy First Friday's in the shops and galleries of Honokaa. Catch world class music and
movies at the People's Theater in Honokaa or a refreshing dip in the ocean at Laupahoehoe Point Park.
Explore adventures on the Hamakua Coast like ziplining at Umauma Falls, hiking Akaka Falls and strolling the
Botanical Gardens of Onomea.  

Hawaii 441 hosts up to 6 guests in two bedrooms and a den with sleeper sofa. The Master Suite with a King
bed, is unrivaled with sweeping views of the Pacific. Watch whales in winter from the comfort of the Master
Suite Spa tub! There is a walk-in slate tiled shower, double sink vanity and walk-in shower in the Master
Bathroom. A second bedroom with a Queen bed is located on the same floor as the Master. The Guest
bathroom has a wooden tub and hand-held shower. One floor down on the same level as the fully stocked
kitchen, is the den with sleeper sofa and a third bathroom. Next to the kitchen is an open dining area with
dining table and gorgeous ocean views. The Living Room is open to the Kitchen and has a TV, WiFi, lounging
furniture and an ocean view lanai for hanging outside. The ocean views from these living areas are amazing!
There are outside seating spots on every level so you can enjoy your morning coffee or evening cocktails in
the company of whales in winter and birds and other ocean life year round. 

The swimming pool is in full sun with almost constant trade breezes of the windward side. Please note, the
pool is not heated. A 180 degree ocean panorama is your view. Weather in this area is temperate; 70s and
80s in the days and 60s-70s at night year round. Small A/C units are provided in the bedrooms for the times
when the heat of the day warms the house. Ceiling fans are usually ample! 

Amenities

Swimming pool

Beach front

Jacuzzi

A/C

WiFi

Gym/fitness studio

Chef's kitchen

Ocean view

Pathway to beach

BBQ/indoor grill

Private lanai

Outdoor shower

TV

Bedding

King 1

Queen 1

Twin

Pull out sofa 1

Full
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